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bstract

The aim of this study is, by using finite element analysis (FEA), to characterize the thermal stress distribution in a planar solid oxide fuel cell
SOFC) stack during various stages. The temperature profiles generated by an integrated thermo-electrochemical model were applied to calculate
he thermal stress distributions in a multiple-cell SOFC stack by using a three-dimensional (3D) FEA model. The constructed 3D FEA model
onsists of the complete components used in a practical SOFC stack, including positive electrode–electrolyte–negative electrode (PEN) assembly,
nterconnect, nickel mesh, and gas-tight glass-ceramic seals. Incorporation of the glass-ceramic sealant, which was never considered in previous
tudies, into the 3D FEA model would produce more realistic results in thermal stress analysis and enhance the reliability of predicting potential
ailure locations in an SOFC stack. The effects of stack support condition, viscous behavior of the glass-ceramic sealant, temperature gradient,
nd thermal expansion mismatch between components were characterized. Modeling results indicated that a change in the support condition at
he bottom frame of the SOFC stack would not cause significant changes in thermal stress distribution. Thermal stress distribution did not differ
ignificantly in each unit cell of the multiple-cell stack due to a comparable in-plane temperature profile. By considering the viscous characteristics

f the glass-ceramic sealant at temperatures above the glass-transition temperature, relaxation of thermal stresses in the PEN was predicted. The
hermal expansion behavior of the metallic interconnect/frame had a greater influence on the thermal stress distribution in the PEN than did that
f the glass-ceramic sealant due to the domination of interconnect/frame in the volume of a planar SOFC assembly.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) utilize solid ceramics as the
lectrolyte and electrode and operate at high temperatures such
hat they can provide the highest efficiencies of all fuel cells.
uch high operation temperatures also provide flexibility of fuel
eeded such that hydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane, and
ome higher hydrocarbons can be used. There are two major
onfiguration designs for SOFC developed, namely, tubular and
lanar cells. Planar SOFCs are becoming more popular because
hey are easier to fabricate, operate at a lower temperature, and
ffer a higher power density relative to the tubular type of SOFC.

typical unit cell in a planar SOFC stack is composed of a posi-

ive electrode–electrolyte–negative electrode (PEN) assembly, a
orous nickel mesh, two end interconnect plates, and gas seals.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 3 426 7340; fax: +886 3 425 4501.
E-mail address: t330014@cc.ncu.edu.tw (C.-K. Lin).
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n practical applications of SOFCs, multiple cells are assembled
o form a stack and make a serial connection in the electric loop to
enerate a high voltage and power. The high-temperature oper-
tion, however, gives rise to significant thermal stresses due to
ismatch of coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between

omponents and temperature gradients in the SOFC system.
uch thermal stresses can cause delamination and microcrack-

ng in the critical layers of the PEN [1] and degrade the SOFC
erformance. Therefore, a comprehensive thermal stress analy-
is of the SOFC stack is necessary for the success in design and
peration of a SOFC system.

There are a few studies [1–8] in the literature which have
nvestigated the thermal stresses in SOFCs. Some of these
tudies [1–5] used experimental and/or numerical methods to
valuate the residual stresses in electrolyte and/or electrode lay-

rs at room and/or operation temperature by applying a uniform
emperature distribution within a simple PEN plate. Those stud-
es [1–5] were mainly focused on the thermal stresses caused
nly by the mismatch of CTE between the electrolyte and

mailto:t330014@cc.ncu.edu.tw
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.10.089
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are assembled together to become a three-cell SOFC stack by
using glass-ceramic sealants to bond the PEN-supporting frames
with the connecting interconnects. Note that glass-ceramic
sealants are also used along the edges of the PEN to bond with
C.-K. Lin et al. / Journal of P

lectrode layers for a given temperature change without con-
idering the temperature gradients within the PEN and thermal
nteractions between PEN and other cell components. Other
tudies used finite element analysis (FEA) to calculate the
hermal stresses by developing and employing coupled thermo-
lectrochemical models to generate the needed temperature
rofiles for planar [6,7] and tubular [8] SOFCs. As a result,
he contributions of thermal gradients or non-uniform temper-
ture distributions inside the cell to the generation of thermal
tress can be included and simulated by such coupled thermo-
lectrochemical approaches [6–8]. In each of those studies [6–8],
three-dimensional (3D) FEA model of a single unit cell was

onstructed to calculate the thermal stresses in each component
f the unit cell. Note that the FEA models of a single cell for
he planar SOFCs investigated in Refs. [6,7] included compo-
ents like the PEN and interconnect such that the effects of
TE mismatch and mechanical constraint between these two
omponents were also taken into account in the thermal stress
imulation. Therefore, simulation approaches like those pro-
osed in Refs. [6,7] would provide a very effective tool for
ssessment of thermal stress distribution and generate very use-
ul results for design of planar SOFCs. However, in those studies
6,7], for the sake of simplicity in calculation, a single-cell stack
odel was constructed and cell components such as gas seals
ere not included in the 3D FEA model. As the planar type
f SOFC requires high-temperature gas seals such as glass and
lass-ceramic materials to bond the cell components and sepa-
ate the fuel and air compartments, the influence of the behavior
f gas seals on the thermal stress distribution in planar SOFCs
lso needs to be evaluated. If the thermal stresses in gas seals
xceed critical values, failure of gas seals at operation temper-
ture might cause leakage in cells and degrade the efficiency
f an SOFC system. However, this important issue still lacks
ufficient studies in the literature and provides a need for the
urrent study to investigate the role of the gas seals in the
tructural stability and durability of planar SOFCs for practical
pplications.

To provide an effective tool for assessment of thermal stress
n a planar SOFC system, it would be better to use a simula-
ion model as close as possible to the practical applications.
s described above, the models used in prior work [1–7] on

hermal stress analysis of planar SOFCs are simplified to some
xtent. In particular, a comprehensive 3D model of multiple-
ell SOFC stack has not yet been developed to generate more
ealistic thermal stress analysis results for a practical appli-
ation. For this reason, a 3D multiple-cell model based on
prototype planar SOFC stack design would be constructed

n the current study to perform comprehensive thermal stress
nalyses.

The purpose of this study is, by using a commercial FEA
ode, to analyze the thermal stress distributions in a planar
OFC stack during various stages. A 3D FEA model was
onstructed based on the design of a prototype planar SOFC

tack, which is currently under development at the Institute
f Nuclear Energy Research (INER), Taiwan. An integrated
hermo-electrochemical approach [9] developed at INER was
pplied to generate the temperature profiles during start-up and

F
t
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teady-state stages. Subsequently, the resultant temperature pro-
les were read into the FEA code to carry out the thermal
tress calculation. Glass-ceramic sealants which were never con-
idered in previous studies were included in the multiple-cell
tack model to produce more realistic results from the ther-
al stress simulation. Effects of bottom support condition, CTE
ismatch, temperature profiles, and viscous behavior of the

lass-ceramic sealant were discussed. Such results will help pre-
ict the locations that failure may take place during shutdown
nd operation stages, and help choose suitable sealants and inter-
onnects which should be strong enough for structural stability
f the cell stack.

. Modeling

.1. Finite element model

Commercial FEA code ‘ABAQUS’ (ABAQUS Inc., Provi-
ence, RI, USA) was used in this study to calculate the thermal
tress distributions in a planar SOFC stack during shutdown,
ransient, and steady-state conditions. The FEA model was
onstructed based on the stack design of a prototype counter-
ow SOFC, which is being developed at INER. A counter-flow
onfiguration was selected because it would produce a greater
ower density compared to other flow patterns [9]. Because the
eometry of the planar SOFC stack is symmetric, only one-half
f the stack configuration is needed for a 3D FEA model. In
he current study, such a 3D model was constructed for a SOFC
tack consisting of three unit cells. Each unit cell is composed
f a PEN assembly, two interconnects with gas channels, and
nickel mesh. Fig. 1 is the schematic of one-half of this planar
OFC stack assembly. As shown in Fig. 1, these three unit cells
ig. 1. Schematic of one-half of a planar SOFC stack assembly consisting of
hree unit cells.
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at both RT and operation temperature.

The elastic properties of G-18 (a barium–calcium aluminosil-
icate glass-ceramic material) given in Refs. [12,13] were used for
the gas seals in the current study. The elastic modulus at RT [13]
ig. 2. Schematic of the finite element model for one-half of a three-cell SOFC
tack.

he supporting frame. In constructing this 3D model, the gas
hannels in the interconnects were also included to get a more
ealistic simulation. The sizes of the PEN and interconnect used
ere are 80 mm × 80 mm and 150 mm × 100 mm, respectively.
he thickness of the PEN was 0.7 mm while the thickness of

he interconnect and frame is between 2 and 2.5 mm depending
n the location of gas channels and other geometric needs in
he plate. As the thickness of each component in the planar
OFC is significantly smaller than the other dimensions, an
ight-node continuum shell element (SC8R) [10] was employed
n this study. From a modeling point of view, continuum shell
lements look like 3D continuum solids, but their kinematic
nd constitutive behavior is similar to that of conventional shell
lements [10]. Fig. 2 shows the discrete meshes of the 3D FEA
odel constructed for one-half of the three-cell SOFC stack

nvestigated. There are total 30,687 elements and 52,267 nodes
n this 3D model. Note that in Figs. 1 and 2, the fuel inlet
or this counter-flow planar SOFC is located at the left end of
he stack while the air inlet is located at the right end of the
tack.

In general, stresses caused by self-weight of SOFC compo-
ents are relatively small compared to thermal stresses such that
hey were neglected in this simulation. A “tight-bonding con-
traint” condition was set between the glass-ceramic seals and
onnecting components. Contact between cell components, such
s: (1) PENs with gas channels of the interconnects, (2) PENs
ith nickel meshes, and (3) nickel meshes with interconnects,
as considered by setting a “contact constraint” condition for

hese contact pairs in the FEA modeling. The frictional force
as neglected in setting such a contact constraint condition.
hree boundary conditions were given to analyze the effects of
tack bottom support on thermal stress distribution. The given
hree bottom supports include plane-, edge-, and point-support.
n plane-support, the entire bottom surface of the bottom frame
as constrained in the direction normal to the bottom plane,

.e. supported over the entire bottom surface by a rigid foun-
ation. In edge-support, the edges of the bottom surface were
onstrained in the direction normal to the bottom plane, i.e. sim-
ly supported at the bottom edges. In point-support, the corner

oints of the bottom surface were constrained in the direction
ormal to the bottom plane in a way like a simple support con-
ition. An additional constraint was applied to a edge point on
he symmetric plane for all the given support conditions to pre- F
Sources 164 (2007) 238–251

ent the rigid body motion of the whole stack model. In these
iven support conditions, the three-cell SOFC stack was simply
ssumed to rest on the specified supports without considering
ny particular joining technique between the bottom surface and
ach support. Therefore, any effect of the bonded interface or
rictional sliding between the bottom surface and each given sup-
orting surface, edge or point was neglected in the current study.
n other words, no additional constraint was set against the in-
lane motion of the bottom surface except to prevent rigid body
otion.

.2. Material properties

As the operation temperature for the given SOFC is around
00 ◦C, material properties at such a high temperature are
eeded to obtain better simulation results. By considering an
node-supported PEN is typically composed of Ni/YSZ cer-
et structure, temperature-dependent elastic properties of a
i/YSZ [11] anode was used for the PEN in the present work.
n equation describing the relationship between elastic modu-

us and temperature for such an anode was given in Ref. [11]
nd employed in the current FEA calculation. As the PEN is
asically composed of ceramic materials, it was assumed to
eform elastically at both room temperature (RT) and opera-
ion temperature. Table 1 is the temperature-dependent tensile
roperties of Crofer 22-APU used as the frame and intercon-
ect. These properties were obtained by conducting tensile tests
n house using plate-type specimens. The obtained engineering
tress–strain curves of Crofer 22-APU at different temperatures
Fig. 3) revealed that the tensile strength and elastic modulus
ere decreased with increasing temperature. Although only a
ortion of the stress–strain curve data (with strain less than 10%)
ere shown in Fig. 3, the complete true stress–strain curve data
ere imported into the FEA calculation. In the FEA calculation,
lastic deformation was allowed for the interconnect and frame
ig. 3. Engineering stress–strain curves of Crofer 22 at different temperatures.
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Table 1
Tensile properties of Crofer 22-APU

Temperature (◦C) Poisson’s ratio Elastic modulus (GPa) Yield strength (MPa) True fracture strength (MPa)

25 0.3 216 268 488
250 0.3 210 231 430
450 0.3 201 255 428
550 0.3 184 247 373
6
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that the in-plane temperature gradients were much larger than
the cross-plane gradients in each component layer such that the
temperature gradient through the thickness in each component
layer was neglected.
50 0.3 124
50 0.3 92
50 0.3 48

nd 800 ◦C [12] is 72 and 10.8 GPa, respectively. According to
he slopes of the initial linear portion of the load–displacement
urves at 600 and 800 ◦C in Ref. [12], it was then estimated
hat the elastic modulus at 600 ◦C was 21.6 GPa. A Poisson’s
atio of 0.3 [12] was used for G-18 sealant at all given tem-
eratures. As shown in Ref. [12], the load–displacement curves
or G-18 were linear until failure for temperature up to 700 ◦C,
hile the response became nonlinear for temperature higher than
00 ◦C such that inelastic deformation was considered for gas
eals at temperatures above 700 ◦C in the current FEA calcula-
ion. The stress–strain curve for non-aged G-18 at 800 ◦C given
n Ref. [12] was implemented in the current FEA calculation
or simulation of the inelastic behavior of the gas seal at opera-
ion temperature. Generally, glass-ceramics will become viscous
hen the temperature is higher than their transition temperature,
g, so that stresses might be relaxed under such a condition. The
g of G-18 sealant is 619 ◦C [13]. In order to investigate the
ffect of stress relaxation due to the viscous characteristics of the
lass-ceramic sealant at operation temperature, it was assumed
hat the elastic modulus of G-18 at 800 ◦C was reduced to one-
hird of the unrelaxed value after the stress relaxation process
as completed.
Based on measurement of the density of the nickel mesh used

n the given prototype planar SOFC, the elastic modulus of the
ickel mesh was obtained by assuming that there is 95 vol.%
f porosity in the nickel mesh such that 5% of the elastic mod-
lus of bulk nickel was used for the nickel mesh. The elastic
odulus of nickel decreases with increasing temperature at a

ate of 0.003675 GPa ◦C−1 [14]. It was therefore assumed that
he elastic modulus was decreased from 9.9 to 7.1 GPa [14,15]
hen the nickel mesh was heated from 25 to 800 ◦C. In the FEA

alculation, the nickel mesh was assumed to deform elastically
t both RT and operation temperature due to its great flexibility
ith small induced thermal stresses. Fig. 4 shows the variation
f thermal expansion with temperature for each component. In
ig. 4, the curves of PEN and Crofer 22-APU were obtained by
onducting in-house measurements at INER while the curves
f G-18 sealant and nickel mesh were taken after Refs. [13,15],
espectively.

.3. Temperature profiles
To solve the transient and steady-state thermal stress distribu-
ion after start-up (beginning of the electrochemical reactions),
emperature profiles at different stages are needed. Before start-
p, the SOFC was uniformly preheated from RT to 600 ◦C by

F
c

89 134
47 59
28 37

eans of hot inlet fuel and air with a temperature of 640 ◦C.
he transient and steady-state temperature profiles were gen-
rated through an approach combining electrochemical and
eat-transfer analyses developed at INER [9] using a three-
ell stack model. The calculation procedure integrated the
lectrochemical reactions of the SOFC with FEA models for
hermo-mechanical analyses of the interconnect through itera-
ion processes, so that a unified temperature distribution with
eat loss effect was obtained [9]. In calculating the temperature
rofiles for this three-cell stack model, a two-layered ceramic
nsulation envelope was used to enclose the entire stack and acted
s a heat-transfer buffer between the stack and atmospheric air
9]. Details of this integrated thermo-electrochemical approach
an be seen in Ref. [9]. Once the transient and steady-state tem-
erature profiles in the entire three-cell stack were determined,
he thermal stress calculation was subsequently conducted by
mporting these temperature profiles into the 3D FEA model.
ig. 5 shows the obtained steady-state temperature profiles for

he three-cell stack model with the highest temperature around
00 ◦C. As shown in Fig. 5, the temperature profiles in the top,
iddle, and bottom cells are of little difference with the middle

ne having a slightly larger high-temperature region near the
uel-inlet end (the left end in Fig. 5). It was also seen in Fig. 5
ig. 4. Thermal expansion behavior of planar SOFC components. (Data for
urves of G-18 and nickel mesh were taken from Refs. [13,15], respectively.)
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ig. 5. Temperature distribution at the steady-state condition in a three-cell
OFC stack model.

The in-plane temperature gradients for the top frame of the
hree-cell stack model are shown in Fig. 6 as an example of
he variation of temperature profile with time after start-up in

component layer of this SOFC stack. A current density of
40 mA cm−2 in the cells was assumed in calculating these tem-
erature profiles after starting the electrochemical reactions. It

an be seen that the temperature distribution has almost reached
teady-state in about 6 min after start-up, based on the simula-
ion results shown in Fig. 6. Note that in Fig. 6(f) the in-plane
emperature distribution at steady-state is unsymmetrical and the

ig. 6. In-plane temperature profiles on the top frame of a three-cell SOFC stack
odel after: (a) 30 s, (b) 1 min, (c) 2 min, (d) 6 min, and (e) 14 min from start-up,

nd at (f) steady-state condition. (Note that fuel and air inlets are located at the
ottom and top ends, respectively, in each figure.)
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ighest-temperature region is located at the lower half of this fig-
re. The unsymmetrical, non-uniform temperature distribution
s mainly due to two reasons: (1) heat generated by chemical
eactions is most intense near the fuel inlet and (2) airflow is
ost effective at cooling near the air inlet [9]. In each figure

hown in Fig. 6, the fuel inlet is at the bottom end and the air
nlet is at the top end. Detailed discussion on the temperature
atterns at steady operation for this SOFC stack design is given
lsewhere [9].

.4. Investigated cases

Cell components are usually assembled together to form a
ultiple-cell SOFC stack at a high temperature above 800 ◦C

y using glass-ceramic sealants. At such a high temperature in
ssembling the SOFC stack, the glass-ceramic sealants become
iscous and proceed with a chemical reaction to bond the con-
ecting components under a uniform temperature distribution
o that an assembling temperature of 800 ◦C is defined as the
nitial stress-free condition in the current study. After the assem-
ling process, the multiple-cell stack is then cooled down to RT,
hich is defined as the shutdown stage hereafter. In this regard,

n each of the following investigated cases, the residual stresses
n the SOFC stack at shutdown stage before start-up will be first
alculated by considering the temperature drop from 800 ◦C of
he initial stress-free condition to RT. These residual stresses
t RT are considered in the subsequent steps of thermal stress
alculation. The SOFC stack is then preheated to 600 ◦C before
tarting the electrochemical reactions. Therefore, the sequence
f the temperature profiles imported to the FEA code in the cur-
ent study takes the following order: (1) uniform distribution at

00 ◦C, (2) uniform distribution at RT, (3) uniform distribution
t 600 ◦C, and (4) temperature gradients after start-up of the cell
peration from 600 ◦C. Fig. 7 shows the analysis procedure in
he present work.

Fig. 7. Analysis procedure of thermal stress distribution.
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necting glass-ceramic sealant. As the temperature fields at both
the assembling temperature 800 ◦C and RT were assumed a uni-
form distribution without any temperature gradient, the stress
fields shown in Fig. 8 were essentially due to CTE mismatch
C.-K. Lin et al. / Journal of P

The investigated cases in the present work include various
ombinations of boundary conditions, transient and steady-state
tages, material properties and other factors. As described above,
hree kinds of mechanical boundary conditions were assumed at
he bottom support and each of them was evaluated using the
nalysis procedure shown in Fig. 7 such that the thermal stress
istributions at RT and after start-up were calculated to study the
ottom support effect. As the edge-support has a closer resem-
lance in simulation to the design of the support for the SOFC
tack being developed at INER, it was chosen as the bottom
upport for analysis of other effects such as temperature gradi-
nts and CTE mismatch between components. The CTE of all
omponents were set the same when investigating the effect of
emperature gradients alone. Different extents of CTE mismatch
f the glass-ceramic sealant and metallic interconnect/frame
ith respect to the PEN were also assumed to study the CTE
ismatch effect on the thermal stress distribution for the given

lanar SOFC stack design.

.5. Failure criteria

No matter when the PEN is at RT or operation temperature,
he ceramic materials are brittle. Hence, failure of the PEN is
efined when the maximum principal stress (MPS) exceeds the
ltimate tensile strength of the material. The average strength of
n anode-supported PEN is 187 MPa, as measured at RT using
all-on-ring biaxial flexure testing [11]. As given in Ref. [16],
he fracture stress of an oxidized anode was decreased about
0% when it was reduced at 800 ◦C. As an anode-supported
EN is primarily composed of anode material, the strength of
EN was accordingly assumed to be decreased from 187 MPa
t RT to 112 MPa at 800 ◦C. The metallic interconnect/frame
s ductile at RT and operation temperature such that notable
lastic deformation will occur if the Tresca equivalent stress
TES) exceeds the yield strength of Crofer 22-APU. Note that
ES is defined as twice the maximum shear stress at a point

17]. The yield and tensile strength of Crofer 22-APU at dif-
erent temperatures are tested in house and listed in Table 1.
n the current FEA model, plastic deformation of the metallic
nterconnect/frame was allowed to take place once the stress
eached the yield strength. The functions of the nickel mesh are
o provide electrical conduction between electrode and inter-
onnect and to act as a gas channel. The stresses in the nickel
esh were calculated but failure of this part was not con-

idered due to its great flexibility leading to small thermal
tresses.

As glass-ceramics are brittle at RT but tend to exhibit a non-
inear response at the temperature above Tg, two different criteria
ere applied to define the failure of glass-ceramic sealants at RT

nd operation temperature. Failure of the glass-ceramic sealant
t RT was defined when the MPS exceeded the tensile strength
hile Tresca criterion was applied at operation temperature. The
exural strength of G-18 sealant obtained by four-point bend-
ng at RT [18] and 800 ◦C [12] is 48 and 36 MPa, respectively,
hile the shear strength at 800 ◦C is 20 MPa [12]. In the analysis
rocedure, the thermal stress distribution in each SOFC stack
omponent was first determined by the FEA model and then

F
e
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he critical stress values were compared with the corresponding
aterial strength according to the aforementioned criteria.

. Results and discussion

.1. Stress fields at different stages and bottom support
onditions

In practical applications of SOFCs, different constraints may
e applied to support the cell stack. In this study, three support
onditions at the bottom frame of the cell stack were applied.
n order to illustrate the effect of bottom support, the calcu-
ated stress distribution for each component at such three support
onditions was presented individually. Only the maximum prin-
ipal or shear stresses, hereafter also called the critical stresses,
n each component of the entire three-cell stack were identi-
ed and discussed. Fig. 8 shows the distributions of maximum

n-plane principal stress (MIPPS) in the PENs at RT under
hree different support conditions after cooling down from the
ssembling temperature 800 ◦C. Generally speaking, edges of
he PENs were the regions having higher MIPPSs and their val-
es were higher than 120.7 MPa, as shown in Fig. 8. Note that
hese edge areas of the PEN are tightly bonded with the con-
ig. 8. Distribution of maximum in-plane principal stress in PENs at RT for: (a)
dge-support, (b) plane-support, and (c) point-support.
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etween components. The most highly stressed region in each
EN layer appeared at the corners. The greatest MIPPSs in the
EN at RT for edge-, plane-, and point-support were 171.6,
69.4, and 171.7 MPa, respectively. These values were lower
han the average strength 187 MPa at RT [11]. Because of a high
cattering of strength for ceramic materials, these MIPPSs at the
orners were sufficiently high to be watched. As shown in Fig. 8,
he given three support conditions generated comparable stress
istributions indicating a change in the bottom support for the
iven planar SOFC stack did not significantly change the thermal
tress distribution at the RT condition. This is due to that only
he bottom frame was constrained in different ways and similar
onstraints were set on the other corresponding components in
he three-cell SOFC stack under different support conditions.
ig. 9 shows the distributions of MIPPS in the PENs at steady
peration under three different support conditions. Again, equiv-
lent results were obtained for such three boundary conditions at
teady operation. The greatest MIPPS, which occurred near the
onding region close to the fuel-inlet end, was 66.82, 69.57,
nd 68.16 MPa for edge-, plane-, and point-support, respec-
ively. These values were much lower than the estimated strength
12 MPa at 800 ◦C. Note that the stress fields shown in Fig. 9
ere induced by the effect of CTE mismatch as well as temper-
ture gradients at steady operation. As a result, higher MIPPSs
ook place only at the bonding region near the fuel-inlet end at
teady operation (Fig. 9) rather than around all of the edges like
hat in Fig. 8. Note that the fuel inlet is located at the left end

ig. 9. Distribution of maximum in-plane principal stress in PENs at steady
peration for: (a) edge-support, (b) plane-support, and (c) point-support.
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ig. 10. Distribution of maximum in-plane principal stress in glass-ceramic
ealants at RT for: (a) edge-support, (b) plane-support, and (c) point-support.

hile the air inlet is located at the right end in each figure of
igs. 8 and 9 as well as in the following stress distribution fig-
res. It is also seen in Fig. 9 that for each given bottom support
ondition, the stress distributions at steady operation among the
hree PENs look somewhat different in color at the areas near
he bottom end (symmetric plane). The effect of cell position
n the thermal stress distribution will be discussed in the next
ection.

Fig. 10 shows the distributions of MIPPS in the glass-ceramic
ealants at RT after cooling down from the assembling tempera-
ure 800 ◦C. Again, the stress distributions in the glass-ceramic
ealants at all given bottom support conditions were also very
imilar. The greatest MIPPSs occurred at the inner corners of
he interior glass-ceramic sealants, which were used to bond
he PENs and frames, and had the values of 20.37, 13.77, and
0.31 MPa for edge-, plane-, and point-support, respectively.
hese values were lower than the flexural strength 48 MPa at
T [18]. For the exterior glass-ceramic sealants connecting

nterconnects and PEN-supporting frames, they were always
ubjected to compressive stresses, as the contraction of Cro-
er 22-APU was much greater than that of G-18 when they
ere cooled down from the stress-free temperature 800 ◦C to
T. As described above, glass-ceramic sealants become vis-
ous and exhibit a nonlinear response at operation temperature;
resca criterion is accordingly employed for failure analysis.
ig. 11 shows the distributions of TES in the glass-ceramic
ealants at steady operation. The greatest TES was about 65 MPa
or each given support condition and took place at the corners
f the interior glass-ceramic sealants near the air-inlet end, as
hown in Fig. 11. A TES value of 65 MPa is equal to a maxi-

um shear stress of 32.5 MPa. The corresponding temperature at

hese highest-shear-stress regions was about 700 ◦C. The shear
trength of G-18 sealant at 800 ◦C is 20 MPa [12]. Although
here is lack of directly experimental data, the shear strength of
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connects and frames at steady operation which had the values of
1.53, 1.34, and 1.56% for the edge-, plane-, and point-support,
respectively.
ig. 11. Distribution of Tresca equivalent stress in glass-ceramic sealants at
teady operation for: (a) edge-support, (b) plane-support, and (c) point-support.

-18 at 700 ◦C was estimated to be in the range of 20–27 MPa
ased on the limited data given in Refs. [12,18]. In this regard,
he calculated maximum shear stress is presumably greater than
he corresponding shear strength of G-18 such that shear fracture
f the glass-ceramic sealant at these regions is likely to occur at
teady operation. However, further experimental verification for
his issue is needed. On the other hand, selection of a stronger
as seal would be an alternative for the current planar SOFC
tack design.

Fig. 12 shows the distributions of TES in the interconnects
nd frames at RT. The greatest TES for the given three sup-
ort conditions varied from 318.5 to 321.3 MPa and exceeded
he yield strength of Crofer 22-APU at RT (Table 1) such that
arge plastic deformation could take place at the highest-stress
egions in the interconnects and frames. The maximum shear
trains obtained for the interconnects and frames at RT were
.88, 1.80, and 1.88% for the edge-, plane-, and point-support,
espectively, indicating a considerable plastic deformation at
hese regions. Therefore, the cooling rate at practical appli-
ations should be kept low enough when cooling the SOFC
tack from the assembling temperature such that annealing of
he metallic interconnect/frame could occur. Such an anneal-
ng procedure might reduce a certain extent of residual stress in
he interconnect/frame at RT. Fig. 13 shows the distributions
f TES in the interconnects and frames at steady operation.
he greatest TES varied from 83.01 to 83.27 MPa for the given

hree support conditions and the corresponding temperature at
hese areas was about 710 ◦C. By means of interpolating the
ensile test data between 650 and 750 ◦C in Table 1, it could
e seen that such maximum TESs had exceeded the estimated

ield strength of Crofer 22-APU at 710 ◦C (65 MPa) so that
onsiderable plastic deformation might occur at these regions in
he interconnects/frames at steady operation. This can also be

F
s

ig. 12. Distribution of Tresca equivalent stress in interconnects and frames at
T for: (a) edge-support, (b) plane-support, and (c) point-support.

videnced by the calculated maximum shear strains for the inter-
ig. 13. Distribution of Tresca equivalent stress in interconnects and frames at
teady operation for: (a) edge-support, (b) plane-support, and (c) point-support.
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Table 2
Critical stresses at edge-support condition

Stage PEN Nickel mesh ICa/frame Glass-ceramic sealant

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Shutdown 171.6 17.44 318.5 20.37 –

Start-up
30 s 107.1 24.32 107.4 16.40 –
1 min 87.77 18.55 90.53 26.00 –
2 min 71.37 15.18 89.07 25.39 –
6 min 67.97 13.27 83.95 – 71.01
14 min 68.01 13.21 83.84 – 70.10

Steady-state 66.82 12.11 83.27 – 65.72

a IC: interconnect.

Table 3
Critical stresses at plane-support condition

Stage PEN Nickel mesh IC/frame Glass-ceramic sealant

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Shutdown 169.4 16.25 321.3 13.77 –

Start-up
30 s 108.1 19.38 108.7 13.60 –
1 min 88.66 14.43 96.49 22.60 –
2 min 72.11 12.08 92.85 22.22 –
6 min 69.43 10.62 87.49 – 70.97
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14 min 69.22 10.58

teady-state 69.57 9.859

Thermal stress distribution in each component of the three-
ell stack model during the transient start-up stage was also
alculated. Instead of showing the detailed stress fields in each
omponent during the start-up stage, only the critical stress
alues were listed in Tables 2–4 for the given three support con-
itions. Note that the aforementioned results at RT (shutdown
tage) and steady operation were also included in Tables 2–4
or comparison. As seen in Tables 2–4, for each cell component

nder a given bottom support condition, each of the compared
ritical stresses was generally decreased with increasing time
fter the electrochemical reactions started up until reaching a

s
o
s

able 4
ritical stresses at point-support condition

tage PEN Nickel mesh IC/fr

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maxi
equiv

hutdown 171.7 17.48 318.5

tart-up
30 s 106.8 24.53 106.8
1 min 87.52 18.76 97.0
2 min 71.13 15.42 93.0
6 min 69.20 13.50 87.6
14 min 69.20 13.45 87.5

teady-state 68.16 12.34 83.0
8 – 70.09

3 – 65.59

teady-state. This is due to the fact that the steady-state has the
mallest temperature differences from the initial stress-free tem-
erature 800 ◦C compared to the shutdown and transient start-up
tages. Again, as seen in Tables 2–4, the given three support
onditions resulted in comparable critical stress values at each
ransient stage after start-up. In this regard, support condition
t the bottom frame did not significantly influence the thermal
tress distribution in the three-cell stack. In the following discus-

ion, only the edge-support condition was applied to investigate
ther effects on the thermal stress distribution in the planar SOFC
tack.

ame Glass-ceramic sealant

mum Tresca
alent stress (MPa)

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

20.31 –

16.75 –
7 26.35 –
6 25.71 –
8 – 71.01
7 – 70.12

1 – 65.72
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Table 5
Critical stresses for top, middle, and bottom cells in a three-cell stack

Stage Cell position PEN Nickel mesh IC/frame Glass-ceramic sealant

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Shutdown Top 171.6 17.44 318.5 13.01 –
Middle 169.8 15.53 303.6 20.14 –
Bottom 167.0 12.77 303.9 20.37 –
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teady-state Top 65.36 9.252
Middle 64.13 9.783
Bottom 66.82 12.11

.2. Effect of cell position

As the 3D SOFC stack model constructed in the current
tudy is composed of three unit cells, it is worth discussing
hether there is any significant difference in the thermal stress
istribution among these three unit cells. In the following dis-
ussion, each of the top, middle, and bottom cell in the three-cell
tack is composed of a complete set of cell components includ-
ng PEN, interconnect/frame, nickel mesh, and glass-ceramic
ealant. Table 5 shows the critical stresses in the top, middle,
nd bottom unit cell under an edge-support condition. The great-
st MIPPS in the PEN of each unit cell either at RT or steady
peration was very close to each other (Table 5), while a slight
ifference in the stress distribution pattern from cell to cell was

bserved, particularly, at the low-stress regions, as shown in
igs. 14 and 15. When the SOFC stack was cooled from 800 ◦C

o RT, the greatest MIPPS in the top PEN was slightly larger than
hose in the middle and bottom ones. However, the location with

ig. 14. Distribution of maximum in-plane principal stress in the PEN at RT for
he (a) top, (b) middle, and (c) bottom cells.
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79.86 – 65.59
82.01 – 65.08
83.27 – 65.59

he greatest MIPPS in the PEN was moved to the bottom PEN
t steady operation. The greatest TES in the interconnect/frame
t RT occurred in the top cell and the value was 318.5 MPa
hich was slightly greater than those in the middle and bottom

ells. After the SOFC reached the steady-state stage, the loca-
ion with the greatest TES in the interconnect/frame was shifted
o the bottom cell but the values in all of the three cells were
f little difference. For the glass-ceramic sealants, the greatest
IPPS at RT took place at the bottom cell and the greatest TES

t the steady-state in each cell was almost the same, as shown
n Table 5.

In general, for a given stage, the thermal stress distribution in a
orresponding component differs slightly among the cells in the
hree-cell SOFC stack, for example, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15

or the PENs. Nevertheless, for a corresponding component at

certain stage, the highest-stress regions in the top, middle,
nd bottom cells were almost at the same location and the cor-
esponding critical stress values are comparable as shown in

ig. 15. Distribution of maximum in-plane principal stress in the PEN at steady
peration for the (a) top, (b) middle, and (c) bottom cells.
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Table 6
Critical stresses caused by steady-state temperature gradients alone

PEN Nickel mesh IC/frame Glass-ceramic sealant
Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)
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critical stress in the PEN, interconnect/frame, and glass-ceramic
sealant at steady operation by about 10, 4, and 2%, respectively.

Although the elastic modulus of the glass-ceramic sealant
was assumed a reduction of 67% to account for the stress relax-
1.86 2.508

able 5. This is due to a very similar in-plane temperature pro-
le in each cell and a negligible temperature gradient through

he thickness in each component layer of such a repeated stack
onfiguration. Such a little difference in the steady-state temper-
ture profiles between cells may be attributed to two reasons:
1) the in-plane temperature profile is presumably controlled by
he electrochemical reactions and (2) the use of a two-layered
eramic insulation envelope prevents a significant variation of
eat loss effect with cell position. However, the differences in
he low-stress region pattern from the bottom cell to the middle
nd top ones may be due to that the constraints from the bottom
upport condition had more influence on the bottom cell than on
he middle and top ones.

.3. Effect of temperature gradients

In practical operation of an SOFC system, the temperature
radients are inevitably generated by the electrochemical reac-
ions which do not uniformly occur in the SOFC. To understand
he contribution of temperature gradients alone to the genera-
ion of thermal stress, CTEs of all the SOFC components were
ssumed the same and equal to that of the PEN in solving
he thermal stress distribution. Modeling results indicated con-
iderable thermal stresses were generated by the steady-state
emperature gradients alone and the critical stresses for all of
he components were listed in Table 6. To make a comparison of
hermal stress distribution between the case of considering the
teady-state temperature gradients alone and previous results,
istributions of MIPPS in the PEN with and without consid-
ration of the CTE mismatch were shown in Fig. 16(a and
), respectively. The corresponding in-plane temperature pro-
le was also given in Fig. 16(c). It is obvious that the thermal
tress distribution depended very much on the temperature pro-
le when neglecting the CTE mismatch between components,
s shown in Fig. 16(b and c). At the lower-temperature region,
t was subjected to tensile stresses which could be attributed
o a greater extent of contraction due to a greater tempera-
ure difference from the stress-free temperature 800 ◦C while
he higher-temperature region was subjected to compressive
tresses. When the CTE mismatch between components was
imultaneously taken into account, the location for the greatest

IPPS in the PEN was shifted to the bonding region close to
he fuel-inlet end (Fig. 16(a)) and the value was much greater

han that for the case only considering the temperature gradi-
nts alone (Tables 2 and 6). Therefore, it can be concluded that
he CTE mismatch between the PEN and connecting compo-
ents generated a more significant effect on the thermal stress
istribution than did the temperature gradients alone.

F
a
c

40.73 12.32

.4. Effect of viscous behavior of glass-ceramic seals

At operation temperature, the glass-ceramic sealant becomes
iscous such that thermal stresses might be relaxed to a certain
xtent. According to the Kelvin model of viscoelasticity [19]
or a viscous solid subjected to constant deformation, the com-
letely relaxed load or stress can be characterized by a relaxed
lastic modulus. Due to lack of detailed creep and stress relax-
tion data for G-18 sealant at high temperatures in the literature,
simplified approach was proposed to simulate the viscous

ehavior of the glass-ceramic sealant at operation temperature
y assuming that the elastic modulus of G-18 sealant at 800 ◦C
as eventually relaxed to one-third of the initial value to account

or the stress relaxation behavior. Note that in this simplified
pproach the nonlinear, inelastic stresses were considered non-
elaxable. As listed in Table 7, such a simulation of the stress
elaxation behavior of G-18 sealant caused a reduction of the
ig. 16. Distribution of maximum in-plane principal stress in the PEN: (a) with
nd (b) without consideration of the CTE mismatch effect for edge-support
ondition. The corresponding in-plane temperature profile is given in (c).
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Table 7
Effect of stress relaxation in glass-ceramic sealant on critical stresses

Condition PEN Nickel mesh IC/frame Glass-ceramic sealant
Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Unrelaxed 66.82 12.11 83.27 65.72
R 79.77 64.31
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and frames are the dominant parts in a planar SOFC stack in
terms of size and volume. When the relative thermal expansion
of the interconnect/frame at 600–800 ◦C was reduced by 20 and

Table 8
Investigated cases for CTE mismatch effect

Case Involved curves

O (original) M1 and G1
A M1 and G2
B M1 and G3
C M2 and G1
D M2 and G2
elaxed 60.43 12.03

tion effect, the amount of reduction in critical stresses in each
omponent was not comparable to this level. This is because
he critical state of stress in the glass-ceramic sealant was dom-
nated by inelastic deformation such that only limited elastic
trains could be replaced by creep strains during stress relax-
tion at steady operation. As described in Section 2.2 and Ref.
12], the monotonic stress–strain curve for G-18 became nonlin-
ar at temperatures above 700 ◦C where inelastic deformation
as involved. Microstructural characterization of G-18 sealant

fter exposure to 800 ◦C showed existence of crystallized phases
mbedded in a non-crystallized glassy phase containing a sig-
ificant number of voids [12]. Therefore, the nonlinear behavior
f G-18 at temperatures above 700 ◦C resulted from viscoelas-
ic behavior of the glassy phase and inelastic deformation [12].
he inelastic deformation was likely to be caused by some

easons: (1) void initiation and growth of existing voids, (2) crys-
alline/glassy phase decohesion, (3) microcracking, and (4) plas-
icity of the glassy phase [12]. Knowledge on the creep and stress
elaxation properties of the glass-ceramic sealant and advanced
nalyses with viscoplasticity modeling apparently are needed to
urther study the effect of viscous behavior of glass-ceramic
eals on the thermal stress distribution in SOFCs at steady
peration.

.5. Sensitivity of CTE mismatch between components

As shown in Fig. 4, there are distinguished differences in
hermal expansion or CTE mismatch among the PEN, Crofer 22-
PU, and G-18 at the temperature range of 600–800 ◦C so that

ny temperature change involving this region would cause evi-
ent thermal stresses in the SOFC stack. To investigate the effect
f CTE mismatch between components, the thermal expansion
ehaviors of the metallic interconnect/frame and glass-ceramic
ealant at this temperature region were modified to be closer
o that of the PEN by reducing their thermal expansion in dif-
erent amounts, as shown in Fig. 17. As described above, the
nduced thermal stresses in the nickel mesh were not so critical
o that its thermal expansion behavior was not made any change
n this part of study. The relative thermal expansion of the inter-
onnect/frame at 600–800 ◦C to that at 600 ◦C was assumed a
eduction of 20% (curve M2) and 40% (curve M3) from the orig-
nal one (curve M1), as shown in Fig. 17. Similarly, the relative
hermal expansion of the glass-ceramic sealant at this temper-

ture range to that at 600 ◦C was also assumed a reduction of
0% (curve G2) and 40% (curve G3) from the original one (G1),
s shown in Fig. 17. Note that curves G1 and M1 represent the
nmodified, original thermal expansion behaviors of G-18 and

E
F
G
H

ig. 17. Modifications of thermal expansion behavior in the interconnect/frame
nd glass-ceramic sealant with respect to PEN.

rofer 22-APU, respectively. Table 8 lists the cases investigated
nder various combinations of these thermal expansion curves.

Table 9 shows the results for the investigated cases listed
n Table 8. It can be seen that such modifications of thermal
xpansion behavior in the metallic interconnect and frame would
reatly reduce the thermal stresses generated in the PEN by
omparing Cases C and F with Case O in Table 9. However, mod-
fications of thermal expansion behavior in the glass-ceramic
ealant would provide only a little reduction of the thermal
tresses in the PEN as shown by the results of Cases A and B.
pparently, the thermal expansion behavior of the metallic inter-

onnect and frame had a greater influence on the induced thermal
tresses in the SOFC stack than did that of the glass-ceramic
ealant. This could be attributed to the fact that interconnects
M2 and G3
M3 and G1
M3 and G2
M3 and G3
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Table 9
Comparison of critical stresses under various modifications of thermal expansion behavior

Case Stage PEN Nickel mesh IC/frame Glass-ceramic sealant

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum in-plane
principal stress (MPa)

Maximum Tresca
equivalent stress (MPa)

O Shutdown 171.6 17.44 318.5 20.37 –
Steady-state 66.82 12.11 83.27 – 65.72

A Shutdown 166.5 17.60 318.7 –25.29 –
Steady-state 66.71 12.10 82.99 – 66.22

B Shutdown 167.2 18.32 320.0 −39.97 –
Steady-state 67.42 12.06 82.51 – 68.74

C Shutdown 122.7 13.74 321.8 54.75 –
Steady-state 35.46 8.180 75.12 – 64.91

D Shutdown 108.3 13.79 321.8 −25.41 –
Steady-state 34.63 8.165 74.22 – 65.57

E Shutdown 104.2 13.86 321.8 −55.21 –
Steady-state 34.03 8.153 73.46 – 65.98

F Shutdown 57.51 26.69 259.8 96.54 –
Steady-state 19.33 33.73 46.86 – 35.26

G Shutdown 54.42 26.77 261.1 41.18 –
Steady-state 21.17 3.773 46.92 – 45.34
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Shutdown 51.47 26.91
Steady-state 20.96 3.765

0%, the greatest MIPPS in the PEN was reduced by 29 and
7%, respectively, at RT and by about 47 and 71%, respectively,
t steady operation. Although a reduction of the relative ther-
al expansion in the interconnect/frame at 600–800 ◦C alone
ould greatly reduce the thermal stresses generated in the PEN

s seen in Cases C and F, the greatest MIPPS in the glass-ceramic
ealant at RT was significantly increased at the same time. In this
egard, a reduction of thermal expansion in the glass-ceramic
ealant should be simultaneously considered to reduce the tensile
tresses in the glass-ceramic sealant at RT.

Cases D, E, G, and H are the cases with simultaneous mod-
fications of thermal expansion in the interconnect/frame and
lass-ceramic sealant. As shown in Table 9, for the cases of D and
with an identical thermal expansion in the interconnect/frame

ut a different one in the glass-ceramic sealant, the correspond-
ng critical stresses in each component were comparable except
or the glass-ceramic sealant at the shutdown condition. Similar
rends were also found in comparing the results between Cases

and B as well as between Cases G and H. Apparently, when
he stack was cooled down from the stress-free temperature to
T (shutdown stage), contraction of the glass-ceramic sealant
f curve G3 was less than that of curve G2 such that the greatest
IPPS in the glass-ceramic sealant at RT in each case of B, E,

nd H was lower than the corresponding one in each case of
, D, and G, respectively. When the relative thermal expansion
f the interconnect/frame at 600–800 ◦C was reduced by 40%
curve M3), results of Cases F, G, and H indicated that the inter-

onnect/frame would deform elastically compared to those cases
nvolving M1 and M2. From these results, it could be concluded
hat the thermal expansion behavior of the interconnect/frame
ffected the thermal stress distribution in the PEN more than
61.9 −14.00 –
47.00 – 50.94

id that of the glass-ceramic sealant. This was due to a domina-
ion of the interconnect/frame in the volume of a planar SOFC
ssembly. In other words, development of a metallic intercon-
ect/frame material with a thermal expansion behavior as close
s possible to that of the PEN would be more effective in reduc-
ng the thermal stresses in a SOFC stack than the modification
f thermal expansion behavior in glass-ceramic sealants for the
iven SOFC stack design.

. Conclusions

A 3D FEA model of a three-cell stack based on a prototype
lanar SOFC stack design was constructed in the current study
o perform thermal stress analyses at shutdown, start-up, and
teady-state stages. Effects of bottom support condition, cell
osition, temperature gradients, viscous behavior of the glass-
eramic sealant, and CTE mismatch sensitivity were investigated
nd simulation results were summarized as follows:

1) Edge-, plane-, and point-support at bottom frame generated
comparable thermal stress distributions, as only the bottom
frame was constrained in different ways and similar con-
straints were set on the other corresponding components in
the three-cell SOFC stack under different support condi-
tions.

2) At room temperature (shutdown stage), the calculated
thermal stresses in the PENs, interconnects/frames, and

glass-ceramic sealants were lower than the corresponding
fracture strength while localized plastic deformation in the
interconnects/frames was predicted. At steady operation,
localized plastic deformation was also predicted for the
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interconnects/frames and predictions of the maximum shear
stress in glass-ceramic sealants were greater than the shear
strength of G-18 sealant.

3) The critical stresses in each corresponding component of
the top, middle, and bottom cells in the three-cell stack
were comparable. This was due to a resemblance of the
in-plane temperature profiles and a negligible out-of-plane
temperature gradient.

4) The CTE mismatch effect generated a greater extent of influ-
ence on the thermal stress distribution in the SOFC than did
the temperature gradients alone. Making the thermal expan-
sion behavior of the interconnect/frame closer to that of the
PEN could effectively reduce the thermal stresses generated
in the PEN as well as in the interconnect/frame. However, a
similar modification for the glass-ceramic sealant was less
effective in reducing the thermal stresses in the PEN or
interconnect/frame.

5) With an assumption of relaxation of the elastic modulus of
G-18 sealant at 800 ◦C by 67% to account for the stress
relaxation effect of the viscous glass-ceramic sealants at
steady operation, the greatest maximum in-plane principal
stress in the PEN was reduced by about 10%. However,
the greatest Tresca equivalent stress in the glass-ceramic
sealants and interconnects/frames was only relaxed by a
small amount because only limited elastic strains were
relaxed in these components.

Based on the simulation results described above, the glass-
eramic sealant apparently is the most critical part of the
rototype planar SOFC stack investigated, in particular at oper-
tion temperature where failure of such a component was
redicted. As for the metallic interconnect and frame, they
ight be acceptable depending on how much localized plastic

eformation is allowed. Therefore, commercialization of such
planar SOFC stack under the current conditions is obviously
ot possible in terms of structural reliability. As described in
ection 1, glass-ceramic seals were never considered in the

iterature [1–8] on modeling of thermal stress distribution in
lanar SOFCs. However, the simulation results in the current
tudy did point out the important role of the glass-ceramic
ealant in the structural reliability of a planar SOFC stack
hich should not be neglected in any thermal stress analysis for
practical SOFC system. Apparently, glass-ceramic sealants

n planar SOFCs not only need to provide necessary adher-

nce, electric insulation, chemical stability and compatibility
ut also need to survive mechanical degradation during oper-
tion. Further studies on the thermal stress analysis of planar
OFCs should pay more attention to the viscous behavior of

[
[
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lass-ceramic sealants. In particular, extended knowledge of
he high-temperature mechanical properties of glass-ceramic
ealants such as creep, stress relaxation, viscoelasticity and/or
iscoplasticity is necessary. In this way, the FEA model can be
nhanced and more precisely account for the viscous effect of
he glass-ceramic sealant on thermal stress distributions at steady
peration so as to provide more practical simulation results for
esign and development of highly efficient and reliable planar
OFCs.
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